klangstabil
klangstabil was formed in 1994 by maurizio blanco and boris may. at that time, boris was not yet an active musician, while maurizio
was already knee-deep in electronic music and had already begun to develop his own ideas in music. they soon realized that they
were transmitting on the same wavelength. a determination and vision solidified in how to create a new perception of music. this
vision manifested in the name klangstabil.
at first, the project produced music without intention of releasing it, as they considered it purely as research. the following theory was
and is the basis for their existence as artists: in order to understand the surrounding environment as we perceive it, we must consider
it from the perspective of its origin. within this process, myriads of questions emerge, the more we attempt to grasp the essential.
asked differently, how is a particular sound generated? what does it result in and what does it mean? in order to recognize this, we
must mentally traverse and experience a number of decades of music production in a broad range of styles. motto: 'one step back,
two steps forward'.
external interest resulted in live performances, and labels became aware of the project. the first release on vinyl followed quickly.
since 1995 more than a dozen releases were published on vinyl, cd, and digital download formats. also, klangstabil played more than
100 successful live concerts in germany, eastern and western europe, russia, and the u.s.a. since 1998 boris and maurizio also run
their own label mhz records, featuring not only their own releases but also those of artists such as goran besov, comfort fit, sensory
gate, and lara bandilla.
klangstabil's music was subject to significant change within the past fifteen years. while early on kraftwerk were a major inspiration,
klangstabil's range of composition expanded from experimental sound collages to catchy, yet deep electro pop. in due time,
popularity and fan response increased steadily, leading to top 10 positions in various alternative charts for the latest three album
releases as well as acclaimed festival appearances across europe.
then and now, klangstabil attempt to provide an audible answer to the question: what's next? the effort and challenge of a lifetime,
which this project will continue to meet!
klangstabil discography 11.2015:
one step back, two steps forward. 2cd. ant-zen & mhz records. 2015
shadowboy. cd. ant-zen & mhz records. 2013
vertraut. cd. ant-zen & mhz records. 2010
math & emotion. cd. ant-zen & mhz records. 2008
taking nothing seriously. cd / 12". ant-zen & heckengäu. 2004
tsuba. 7". mhz records. 2003
kantorka. 12". pflichtkauf. 2001
gioco bambino. cd. mhz records & platelunch. 2000
sprite storage format. 12". ant-zen. 2000
menschenhass. 10". world war IV. 1999
fünf minuten klangstabil. 7". mhz records. 1998
sieg der monochronisten. 12". hymen records. 1998
aktiv. vhs. mhz records & david records. 1998
straftat gegen das leben. cd / 12". mhz records & david records. 1997
böhm gott der elektrik. 12". mhz records. 1997
senden und empfangen. 12". shokoy. 1995
detailed discography: www.discogs.com/artist/klangstabil
klangstabil on the internet: www.klangstabil.com · www.facebook.klangstabil.com
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